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"Persian" Objects in Classical
and Early Hellenistic Inventory Lists1

By Elizabeth Kosmetatou, Leuven

The question of how to identify "Persian" or, more accurately, objects of
eastern origin among offerings that are mentioned in surviving inscribed
temple inventories, has occupied scholars for some time, and important studies
debating this issue have been published to date. Most of these have focused on
metrology, where the evidence allows it, but the reception of resulting theories
has been mixed2. A different approach involves a careful analysis of the nomenclature

and description associated with certain objects, mainly drinking vessels,
which are then compared to actual surviving finds in gold and silver from areas
that were influenced by or came directly under the control of the Persian
Empire3. Prosopographical studies of dedicants may also contribute to the classification

of certain votives as foreign. This paper will review and evaluate the
criteria that allow us to determine the eastern provenance of offerings in inventories

from Athens, Delos, Didyma, and Samos dating from the fifth to the third
centuries BC.

Even though a number of sanctuaries in Greece enjoyed a widespread
reputation that exceeded the limits of the Greek world, the dedication of votives by
foreigners, though epigraphically and archaeologically attested, remained an
exceptional occasion4. In a famous passage Herodotos mentions lavish gifts
offered by king Kroisos of Lydia (560-546) to various Greek precincts, focusing

1 Thanks are due to Professor Christian Habicht of the Institute for Advanced Study for granting
me access to squeezes of the Athenian inventory lists during a visit to Princeton. Dr. Roberta Fa-
biani graciously provided me with the proofs of her forthcoming groundbreaking study on
inscriptions in Herodotos. I should also like to express my gratitude to Professors Anna-Maria Bi-
raschi, Gloria Ferrari-Pinney, Erich Gruen, Albert Henrichs, Dr. Philip Huyse, Professor Denis
Knoepfler, Dr. Perikles Kondos, Professor Guido Schepens, and Dr. Christopher Smith for
discussing with me various problems related to this article. Earlier versions of this paper have been
presented to audiences at the Harvard Center for Hellenic Studies (Washington, D.C.) and at
the Department of Classics of Harvard University whose input is much appreciated. In the end,
I alone remain responsible for all errors and flaws.
All dates are BC unless otherwise noted. The author is a Fellow of the Flemish Fund for Scientific

Research.
2 For cautionary notes see Harris 1995, 276-278; Harris 1997, 30-36; Miller 1997, 60-61.
3 Not all oriental votives are identified as such. A case at point is Cat. D 24 which lists two typically

Persian phialai that are sometimes identified as ßcraaxT] xai qpiakr], while other inventories state
that they were both ßaxiaxcu. Cf. also Cat. D 31 which is both described as a phiale with relief
decoration of Persians and as simply embossed (xapucoxr|).

4 For a review of foreign-made objects that have been excavated in Greek sanctuaries see Buxton
2002, 35^10.
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140 Elizabeth Kosmetatou

in particular on the votives he sent to Delphi in the tradition followed by his
predecessors, Gyges and Alyattes. These dedications appear to have achieved
the status of historical relics through the centuries5. Although scholars have
mainly stressed the central role that oral sources played in Herodotos'
reconstruction of the history of the Delphic sanctuary following his visit there during
the 440's, his text nevertheless bears indications that some of his information
may have come from written accounts6. To begin with, the Halikarnassean's
report reads at times very much like surviving inventories listing the same types of
dedications that were reportedly kept in Greek sanctuaries7. It certainly follows
the format we know from elsewhere and displays the same inconsistencies,
while its vocabulary is surprisingly familiar, especially in the recording of
weights and of the exact location of a given dedication within a treasure. We
hear for example of two large, apparently unweighed, gold and silver craters
that were located in the cella of the Delphic temple, immediately to the right
and left of the entrance respectively: xwv ô pèv xphoeoç exeixo èm ôe^ià eoiövxi
èç xöv vr)6v, ô ôè dtQyÉQeoç èjt' apioxepa8. The same clauses (ôe^iâç eiaiôvxi -
àQiaxepâç eiaiövxi) is found in Herodotos' contemporary and later Attic inventories

and is also echoed more than a hundred years later in the inventories of
the Delian Artemision and Temple of Apollo. In the latter case, these clauses

are associated with large vessels that were permanently mounted on bases,
rested on the floor of the Temple of Apollo, and were counted annually but not
weighed. Thus four cauldrons (Aißx|xec;) were reportedly placed along the left
side of the Temple of Delian Apollo in ca. 200, while ten silver phialai are listed
as occupying the opposite side about two years later9. The vocabulary changed

5 Hdt. 1,46-55.92; Diod. 9,10,6; 16,56,6; Paus. 10,8,7.
6 On the oral sources of Herodotos' section on the Delphic treasures see H. W. Parke, "Croesus

and Delphi", GRBS 25 (1984) 209-232; H. I. Flower, "Herodotus and Delphic Traditions about
Croesus", in: M. A. Flower/M. Toher (eds), Georgica. Greek Studies in Honour of George
CawkwelU BICS Supplement 58 (London 1999) 57-77, both of whom list previous bibliography.
For a valuable survey of the use of inscriptions by Herodotos see Fabiani 2003, 161-185 which
reviews earlier literature.

7 For a discussion of some inscriptions that were associated with Kroisos' dedications see Fabiani
2003,167-168, although the author does not connect in her survey Herodotos's report on the Ly-
dian votives with inventory lists.

8 Hdt. 1,51. In his discussion of a Lydian bronze crater at the museum of Vix-sur-Seine, Griffith
has questioned the accuracy of Herodotos' report that a large crater such as Kroisos' could have
been made of solid gold. He therefore proposed that the artefact was made of gild bronze. His
theory has been convincingly refuted by engineers Blackman and Sawyer and lately by Buxton
(who does not take into account Blackman and Sawyer). See J. G. Griffith, "Two Passages in
Herodotus and the Bronze Crater from the Royal Tomb at Vix-sur-Seine (Chatillonnais)", Fes-

tinat Senex (Oxford 1988) 5-23; D. R. Blackman/J. Sawyer, "Croesus' Craters at Delphi", OJA
19 (2000) 319-321; Buxton 2002, 40-53, 61-82; D. R. Blackman/J. Sawyer, "Finite Analysis of
Herodotus' Gold and Silver Craters" (forthcoming).

9 Cf. IG F 1455,1.26 (ca. 430-404); IG II2 1456, b. A, 1.26 (after 341); IG II21486,1.17 (late 4th c.);
ID 372, B, 1. 28 (200); ID 380,1. 67 (198?).
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slightly after twenty years to describe a series of twelve and eighteen phialai
that were lined-up on the right and left sides of the Artemision respectively
(ôe^iàç eiojioQenopévcov - aQioxepag eiojtoQEnopévcov). Another fourty-four
phialai were similarly placed near the ceiling of the temple (èv xfji opotpfji)10.

Of course, Herodotos may have purposefully imitated the structure of the
recently produced Akropolis stone inventories in order to achieve optimal
response of his Athenian readers and/or listeners who had presumably just
become familiarized with them. However, further indications for the historian's
use of such texts are found in his record of the fate of Kroisos' ex votos following

a reorganization of the Delphic treasures after the fire which devastated the
temple in 548/711. The sanctuary's administrators, we hear, transfered Kroisos'
craters to the Treasure of the Klazomenians and to the Proneos of the Temple of
Apollo. This move reportedly occasioned their weighing before they were
installed in their new home, something that had not been previously attempted12.
As was the habit in other Greek sanctuaries, Kroisos' dedications were not kept
together; his four silver pithoi were stored in the Treasure of the Korinthians.
His extraordinary gift also included, among other things, two lustral basins

(ji£Qippavxf|0ia) made of gold and silver respectively, a gold lion weighing 10

talents, a gold statue of a woman that was slightly under life-size, miscellaneous
votives including electrum "bricks", vessels, and jewellery13. Direct and indirect
references are made to inscriptions; the weight of the gold and silver lustral
basins was inscribed (xtov xqj XQuoéco èjTiYéYQaxai), a detail which is reported in
later inventory lists from Athens and, especially, Delos14. We also hear that a

10 ID 442, B, 1.212 (179); ID 443, B. 1.136 (178); ID 444, B, 1.56 (177). For a discussion of clauses in¬

dicating the precise location of specific objects in the Delian Temple of Apollo see J. Tréheux,
"Une nouvelle lecture des inventaires", in: D. Knoepfler (ed.), Comptes et inventaires dans la cité

grecque. Actes du colloque de Neuchâtel en l'honneur de Jacques Tréheux (Neuchâtel 1988) 31-
35.

11 For an overview of the phases of the Delphic temple and a review of the literature see J.-F. Bom-
melaer and D. Laroche, Guide de Delphes. Le site (Paris 1991) 176-184. As Lewis has convincingly

argued based on epigraphic evidence, Kroisos' silver lustral basin and crater were repaired

again in the fourth century by a team of Athenian and Corinthian craftsmen, including none
other than Nikokrates of Kolonos, a metal-worker who is mentioned in the Athenian inventory
lists. See FdD III/5 48,1. 23-41; Lewis 1986,78. On Nikokrates' career through the Athenian
inventories see D. Harris, "Nikokrates of Kolonos, Metalworker to the Parthenon Treasures",
Hesperia 57 (1988) 329-337, who does not discuss the Delphic inscription and Nikokrates' activities

in that sanctuary.
12 The treasure's administrators had apparently relied on the inscribed reference to the lustral ba¬

sin's weight, as was the habit later on Delos as well. Their change of policy was probably due to
the fact that a number of votives were damaged by the fire and had to be reweighed in order to
assess the amount of metal they lost. By Herodotos' account Kroisos' gold lion lost 2.5 talents of
gold during the same fire. Cf. Hdt. 1,50.

13 For an analysis of Kroisos' dedications and their reconstruction see Buxton 2002, 71-145.
14 For two out of numerous examples of references to inscibed votives see repeated references in

IG II21492, A (Athenian Acropolis 306/5) and ID 1544, Aa, 1.41^42 (Delos 145). Discrepancies
between inscribed and actual weight of votives was noted on Delos. Cf. ID 104,1. 39-41 (364/3);
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local Lakedaimonian sympathizer, in all likelihood somehow connected to the
temple administration15, even tried to give credit to the Spartans for Kroisos'
gold lustral basin by forging its dedicatory inscription16.

Yet, a more tangible piece of evidence points to the existence of inventories
that may have been made available to Herodotos during his visit to Delphi. In
his discussion and reconstruction of Kroisos' silver crater on the basis of surviving

finds, Griffith convincingly argued that the artefact in question could not
have had the capacity of 600 amphoras that Herodotos transmits. If such were
the case Griffith calculated the vessel's weight at about 160 kg, its height at
3.5 m, its overall size and dimensions making it impossible to fit through the
door of the tempel. He therefore suggested that Herodotos' text had been
corrupted there due to a scribe's, and that the vessel in question had the capacity of
60 amphoras. Blackman and Sawyer agreed that there was probably an error in
the Halikarnassean historian's text but questioned whether a scribe could have
mistakenly copied è^axooiouç instead of e^fjxovxa, offering instead a more
plausible explanation. According to their theory the weight amounts were
originally written in numerals rather than in full, and the scribe probably confused
FA for TH 17. Confusion with numerals may indeed explain the problem, but it
is unclear whether the mistake occurred while a scribe copied Herodotos'
report or long before, when the historian himself consulted the sanctuary's
archives. We do not know whether Herodotos and his copyists wrote amounts in
full or in the form of numerals, but there is evidence that weight amounts in
inventory lists were mostly expressed in numerals, and mistakes sometimes
occurred due to copyist or letter-cutter's error18.

IG XI (2) 161, B, 1.109 (278). On the weight of votives in the late inventories of Athena see D. M.
Lewis, "The Last Inventories of Athena", in: D. Knoepfler (ed.), Comptes et inventaires dans la
cité grecque. Actes du colloque de Neuchâtel en l'honneur de Jacques Tréheux (Neuchâtel 1988)
301.

15 Herodotos refrains from mentioning the name of this individual although he clearly states that
his identity was known to him. A possible motive may lie in a presumed agreement that he made
with the temple administration in exchange for their granting him privileged access to their
archives and treasure holdings for his research. Besides that, it is hard to imagine that anyone
would have had access to the precious dedications kept in the Delphic treasury and consequently

the opportunity to meddle with them to such an extent.
16 Hdt. 1,52,21; cf. 8,122; F. Prontera, "Gli Alcmeonidi a Delfi: un' ipotesi su Erodoto I, 51, 3-4",

RA n.s. (1981) 253-258; Fabiani 2003, 168.

17 Cf. n. 6. Buxton, whose valuable discussion of Kroisos' dedications is not informed by Blackman
and Sawyer, independently accepts Herodotos' transmission of the enormous silver amphora of
a capacity of 600 amphoras. She cites, among other examples, Kallixeinos' later report of a similar

vessel, as well as an even larger askos, that were both paraded in the early third century by
Ptolemy II Philadelphos. Cf. Athen. 5,199b-c; E. E. Rice, The Grand Procession ofPtolemy
Philadelphia (Oxford 1983) 13, 71,71; Buxton 2002,100-101,180-183. There is little doubt that the
construction of such large vessels was technologically possible, but this still does not explain how
Kroisos' krater could have entered the temple.

18 For one of numerous examples see ID 314, B, 1. 115-119 (233 or 233 BC).
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The fact that Herodotos took pains to reconstruct such a detailed history of
Kroisos' votives suggests that, besides collecting oral reports from Delphi, he

may also have taken the time to consult the sanctuary's records19. It is unclear
whether these were inscribed on stone, or whether he was allowed to research
the Delphic archives where annual temple inventories were presumably kept,
in order to trace the Lydian royal ex votos through time. An inscribed version of
the inventory commemorating Kroisos' lavish dedication may have existed for
all to see, as it is unlikely that everyone had access to the Delphic treasures.
Herodotos' text certainly bears many similarities with surviving inscribed
inventories from Athens and Delos, even though his sources may not necessarily
date from the time of Kroisos. His reconstruction of the life of the Lydian king's
votives in various Delphic treasures may largely derive from annual inventories
that resembled closely their Athenian and Delian counterparts. However, the
Halikarnassean's ultimate source, against which all Kroisos' ex votos were
checked, may have resembled in form the Hellenistic offering lists from
Didyma (ca. 320-70). Rather than recording the annual inventorying of the

property of Apollo Didymaios, these lists were incidental and almost certainly
provided incomplete information on the sanctuary's holdings in precious
votives20. My proposed reconstruction of a similar offering list commemorating
Kroisos' piety is based on two considerations: First, part of Herodotos'
transmitted statement reportedly made by Kroisos' representatives to Delphi seeking

to consult the oracle on behalf of the Lydian ruler, may reflect the preamble
of an inscribed inventory listing his ex votos for posterity: Kqolooç ô Auôcbv te
xai âXkov èdvéoov ßaoiXeuc;, vopioaç xàôe pavxf|ia elvou poùva èv avftpob-

Jtoioi, nplv xe a^ia ôtùQa eôojxe xcov è^Eupripaxtov. This clause may be reflected
centuries later in the letter of Seleukos I that was inscribed on the inventory
listing his luxurious dedication to Apollo Didymaios. Like Kroisos, Seleukos I
sent his gifts, including a sacrifice, to the sanctuary in 288/7, explaining the occa-

19 His text suggests that he also reported information from guides, but the fact that he discusses

problems of attribution and even decides against oral tradition may be indicative of his research
in inventories. On Herodotos' use of inscriptions see R. Fabiani, "Epigrafi greche", in: A. M. Bi-
raschi/P. Desideri (eds), L 'uso dei documenti nella storiografia antica, Incontri perugini di storia
della storiografia antica e sul mondo antico 12 (Perugia 2003) (forthcoming).

20 Dignas 2002, 237. On the purpose of inventories see studies by T. Linders, "The Purpose of In¬

ventories: A Close Reading of the Delian Inventories of the Independence", in: T. Linders/
G. Nordquist (eds), Gifts to the Gods: Proceedings of the Uppsala Symposium 1985, Boreas 15,

(Uppsala 1987) 37-47; T. Linders, "The Purpose of Inventories: A Close Reading of the Delian
Inventories of the Independence", in: D. Knoepfler (ed.). Comptes et inventaires dans la cité

grecque. Actes du colloque de Neuchâtel en l'honneur de Jacques Tréheux (Neuchâtel 1988) 37-
47; D. Harris, "Lreedom of Information and Accountability: The Inventory Lists of the Parthenon",

in: R. Osborne/S. Hornblower (eds). Ritual, Finance, Politics, Athenian Democratic
Accounts Presented to David Lewis (Oxford 1994) 213-225; Dignas 2002, 234-244.
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sion for his dedication in a letter21. Last, but not least, by his own statement,
Herodotos hints at some research on Kroisos' dedications which, though still
vividly present in the collective memory, could not be easily traced due to the

passage of decades and their perils in the Delphic sanctuary. The image of a

scrupulous historian then sitting in an archive and reading carefully through the
original offering list, before shifting through masses of dedications in later
inventories, in order to trace each offering, is very attractive indeed22.

The identification of foreign objects in sacred treasures of the Classical and
early Hellenistic periods, when distinctly Persian objects still carried Achae-
menid associations, presents historians with a considerable challenge. Most
votives are separated from their original context within a larger dedication lot,
while their often vague descriptions do not allow us to draw conclusions as to
their typology. Dedicants' names are not always given. Indeed, even Herodo-
tos' text on Kroisos' Delphic ex votos does not provide descriptions, except in
terms of size and metal, which may generate at best a mental slide-show among
scholars that are familiar with Lydian style. Even so, the visualisation of these
objects can occur in general terms only, since no reference to typology or any
other detail of their appearance is given, and the only indication of their origin
is their association with the specific dedicant, i.e. Kroisos.

Or at least this should be the case with most of the king's votives. A possible
clue to the style of the silver lustral basin is offered by Herodotos' attribution of
it to the craftsmanship of the famous Samian sculptor and metal worker Theodoras

(mid-6th century). Herodotos' information does not seem to come from
inventories, but rather from local hearsay (cpaoi ôé piv AeXxpoi). The historian
evaluates and accepts this outside information, presumably based on the
Samian's reputation as a great innovator in metal-working, and most likely
given his own appreciation of Greek and oriental artistic production, the result
of his familiarity with various styles, including Theodoras' own23. Even though
modern scholars do not have the benefit of viewing this magnificent lustral
basin, its sheer size and the dates for both Theodoras and Kroisos certainly
corroborate the Delphians' association of the artefact with the Samian's early
production. We also know that Theodoras was a particular favorite among the non-
Greek aristocracy and royalty: Athenaios mentions a magnificent gold crater
that he made for one of the Persian kings, a relic that Dareios III cherished well
enough to place in his bedroom a few centuries later24. In the end of course, no
conclusions may be drawn as to the style of Kroisos' lustral basin. Theodoras

21 IvDidyma 480 SEG 4, no. 442); IvDidyma 479 SEG 4, no. 470); Welles 1934, 33-40, no. 5.

22 Even though he may have obtained this information from a guide, one cannot exclude the possi¬

bility that Herodotos' report, according to which Kroisos' gold lion lost part of its gold during the
fire, may have derived from his study of the Delphic inventories.

23 See also Buxton 2002, 146-165, especially 103-105, 152.

24 Athen. 12,514f.
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was certainly Greek, but we cannot exclude the possibility that his work may
have been influenced by oriental style and by such considerations as his client's
taste and background23.

The above analysis of Herodotos' text is indicative of some of the questions
that historians strive to answer when studying inventory lists: How is it possible
to identify objects of eastern origin, and what is the significance of their presence

in Greek sanctuaries? What constitutes a "foreign" object? In truth, it is

unlikely that we will ever answer these questions satisfactorily owing to the lack
of physical evidence, but it may be possible to advance the discussion of this
problem by placing it in its right context. In this respect, it is important to return
to basics and attempt some definitions taking into account different parameters.

Eastern votives may indeed have been foreign-made, in which case they
would have been presumably immediately recognizable as such because of
their style and typology. Of course, one may wonder at the accuracy of classification,

especially given the lack of art-historical discourse on the development
of regional styles based on sophisticated methodology26. Moreover, terms such

as Persian and Mede were used interchangeably even though they represent
two different ethnics27. In this respect, it is equally unlikely that distinction was
always made between what was Persian, Lycian, Phrygian, or indeed Lydian,
especially after the conquest of the latter kingdom28. In a discussion of the distinction

between "Greek" and "Persian" votives one should also take into account
the possible diffusion and influence of various styles during the acculturation
process that was taking place in Western Anatolia. The recent publication of
the Archaic painted tomb chamber at Kizilbel in Northern Lycia, to give only
one out of numerous examples, shows how Greek and oriental artistic traditions,

styles and iconography could coexist, blend, and adapt in that crossroads

25 Hdt. 1,51; Pliny NH 35,153; Pausanias 10,38,6-7. On Theodoros see C. C. Mattusch, Classical
Bronzes. TheArt and Craft ofGreek and Roman Statuary (Ithaca 1996) 71-72; Buxton 2002,103—

105; E. Kosmetatou, "Vision and Visibility. Art Historical Theory Paints a Portrait of New
Leadership in Posidippus' Andriantopoiika", in: Labored in Papyrus Leaves. Perspectives on an

Epigram Collection Attributed to Posidippus, ed. by B. Acosta-Hughes/E. Kosmetatou/M. Baum-
bach (Cambridge, Mass. 2003) 204-206. All three review previous bibliography.

26 See for example Thucydides' discussion of presumed "Carian" finds associated with the Delian

graves that the Athenians moved during their purification of the island in 426/5. Cf. Thuc. 1,8;

3,104. Modern excavations that have been conducted both on Delos and Rheneia suggest that
the finds Thucydides refers to may have actually dated to the Geometric period. Cf. A. W. Gomme,

A Historical Commentary on Thucydides (Oxford 1945) 106-108; R. M. Cook, "Thucydides
as Archaeologist", BSA 50 (1955) 267; S. Hornblower, A Commentary on Thucydides (Oxford
1991) I, 30.

27 Herodotos uses the term "Medes" to refer both to the homonymous people that were conque¬
red by Cyrus and to the Persians. Cf. Hdt. 1,130; 5,77.

28 Cf. Athenaios ll,784a-b, where a xôvôu is described as both Persian and typically Lycian, while
modern scholars believe that the term is of Hittite origin. Cf. Huyse 2002, 223, n. 62. It is

noteworthy that different ethnic groups are carefully distinguished in Persian art.
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of cultures from very early on29. Greek and oriental elements were also continuously

bilaterally interpreted and reinvented by artists of various origins and
backgrounds to reappear in media such as pottery and silver plate30. Last, but
not least, both the Greeks and their eastern neighbours could acquire objects
foreign to their culture through trade and war31. Some of these were certainly
dedicated at various sanctuaries and may have found their way to the treasuries
of the Athenian Acropolis or Delos. However, the lack of information on style,
typology, and dedicants allows only conjecture.

Nevertheless, a case can be made for the identification of a number of
votives as oriental. The catalogue presented in the Appendix at the end of this
article lists votives that have been conservatively selected out of inventories from
Athens (Acropolis and Asclepieion), Delos, Didyma, and Samos32. It comprises
items that are distinctly oriental, or which were presented to sanctuaries by
dedicants of presumed oriental origin. References to types whose ultimate source
of inspiration may have been oriental plate have not been included as many
foreign elements had been adapted by that period, and it is impossible to determine

whether the style of specific votives was Greek or oriental33. Even though
the evidence does not always allow us to draw conclusions as to the origins and
occasion for the dedication of these listed objects, a study of the wording of all
entries may lead us to classify them into possible war spoils and regular (non-
war related) dedications.

War Spoils

Both Herodotos and especially Thucydides mention booty from the Persian
Wars that made up a significant part of the Athenian budget throughout the
fifth century and financed the reconstruction of Athens after 479, as well as a

number of the city's military operations during the Peloponnesian War34.

29 M. J. Mellink, Kizilhel: An Archaic Painted Tomb Chamber in Northern Lycia (Philadelphia
1998) 55-64.

30 Miller 1997,65-72,135-152. For a case study of the re-interpretation of Greek and oriental ele¬

ments in Late Classical metalwork from Thrace see Archibald 1989,12-25. Cf. also P. Th. The-
melis/G. P. Touratsoglou 1997, 68-69, B 14, pi. 10, 71.

31 Cf. Menander Shield 34-39 (from Lycia); Miller 1997, 63-88.
32 Entries in the catalogue provide the best preserved or composite Greek text on the votives, a

translation, and references to all annual inventories listing it. An asterisc next to a numeral
suggests that the weight of a given votive fluctuates from stone to stone. In the case of votives listed
in the Athenian inventories references are given to catalogue entries in Harris 1995 (H); Hamilton

1999 (RH); J. R. Melville-Jones, Testimonia Numaria: Greek and Latin Texts Concerning
Ancient Greek Coinage. Vol. I: Texts and Translations (London 1993) [TM]; and Kosmetatou
2001 (K).

33 This group includes phialai with relief decoration that are described as paßbüm), èxrujrcoTfi, and

xapucim).
34 Hdt. 6,113; 117,1; 7,61,1; 62,1; 64,1; 9,41; 80,2; Thuc. 2,13,3-5. Herodotos does not give specifics

on booty but often underlines the splendor of Xerxes' army and the enormous wealth of the Per-
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Various authors give accounts of Athenian financing of building projects in
sanctuaries outside Athens and of victory monuments, all from Persian spoils35.

Given the Greek fascination with Persian silver plate and Herodotos' reports
on abandoned Persian silver cups, we would expect that a large number of Persian

vessels were kept on the Acropolis alongside Persian bullion, furniture,
jewellery and other luxury items36. Yet, none of these objects can be traced with
certainty in surviving inventories from the Athenian Acropolis which are
notorious for their brevity. However, a case can be made for several items that
seem to be peculiarly Persian, and which are listed in the earliest inventory lists
dating to the second half of the fifth century.

Tracing the origins of the eight typically Persian straight short swords
(àxivàxai: Cat. AAc 1-3) which were stored in the Parthenon at least as early
as 434, can only be an exercise in speculation37. Cat. AAc 3 had an iron blade,
which suggests that it had a utilitarian use. Cat. AAc 1 and AAc 2 were
"gilded", and the luxury that all eight swords represented brings to mind
Herodotos' descriptions of Persian noblemen that appeared to be covered in
gold even when marching to the battlefield, and who reportedly also carried
gilded swords38. Miller has convincingly associated the àxivàxai of the
Parthenon with booty from the Persian Wars, and Harris is right to caution against
linking them specifically to the Persian invasions of 490 and 480-479. The
Greek-Persian conflict continued well into the century, sometimes culminating
to important battles like the one that took place at Eurymedon (460's)39. It
should also be noted that Greeks could get hold of such weaponry during their
tenure as mercenaries in the Persian army40. The fragmentary state of our
evidence may not allow us to trace the adventures in time of these votives through
the inventory lists, but their fate may be reflected in literature. Miller's
suggested identification of Cat. AAc 2 with the so-called Mardonios' àxivdxr|ç
that Demosthenes reported stolen in the second part of the fourth century is

sians. See also the surveys by Thompson 1956,281-291; W. K. Pritchett, Ancient Greek Military
Practices (Berkeley 1971) 61-69; A. Giovannini, "Le Parthénon, le Trésor d'Athéna et le tribut
des alliés", Historia 39 (1990) 129-148; and Miller 1997,29-62 reviewing previous bibliography.

35 Lor an excellent, comprehensive discussion of reports from literary sources see Miller 1997,30-
32.

36 Hdt. 6,41; 7,190; 9,83,1; Xen. Kyrop. 4,2,28. Cf. Miller 1997, 33-11.
37 The term Parthenon refers to the western chamber of the temple of Athena that is commonly

known today as the Parthenon.
38 Hdt. 7,61,1; 62,1; 64,1; 9,80,11; cf. Josephus, Ant. Jud. 20,8,10; Miller 1997, 33. On this type of

weapon see P. R. S. Moorey, "The Iranian Contribution to Achaemenid Material Culture", Iran
23 (1985) 21-37; and S. Bittner, Tracht und Bewaffnung des persischen Heeres zur Zeit der
Achaimeniden (München 1985) 199-207. See also 7000 jaar perzische kunst 2000, 196-197, no.
110, listing a relief of a Mede with an àxtvcxxr]ç from Persepolis and dated to the late sixth-early
fifth century.

39 Miller 1997, 12-13, 30, 46-A8; Harris 1995, 82.

40 Miller 1997, 100-101 reviewing earlier literature.
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very attractive41. However, if his testimony is correct, we cannot accept Thompson's

suggestion that the same object was moved at a later date to the
Erechtheion, where tourists, among them a doubting Pausanias (ca. AD 160),
could admire it as a relic linked to the same Persian general42. Assuming that the

otxivaxai attested on the Acropolis in the fourth century and then in Pausanias'
time were actual Persian relics from the early fifth century, they could have
belonged to any group of relevant attested or unattested objects in the inventories.

Fascination with Persian luxurious military equipment, including armour
and weapons, survived in the Hellenistic Lindian Anagraphe which lists former,
largely fictitious, dedications by mythological and historical figures and
imitates the form of actual inventories. An àxivâxr|ç set in precious stones was
reportedly part of a lavish dedication by Artaxerxes (mid-fifth century) to the
local sanctuary of Athena. His lot was supposed to have included his royal
robes, tiara, and jewellery. Another, presumably gold àxivàxqç is listed in the
same inscription as a similar votive presented to the goddess by Artaphernes,
Dareios I's general43.

The presence of gold Darics and silver sigloi (Cat. AAc 5-10) in various
Athenian sanctuaries is also difficult to assess, and we cannot associate them
with certainty with Persian spoils. The term Daric could be vague, and it seems
to have been used together with croeseid staters to indicate different varieties of
oriental gold coins. Until recently it was generally accepted that the coins
referred to in inventory lists and the ancient literature belonged to the royal-
archer obverse type coins minted by the Persian Empire. Lately theories have
been introduced associating the term with the old lion-and-bull types, as well as

early Lydian electrum coins44.

In our quest for oriental war spoils, Cat. AAc 11 and A 12, listing thirteen
silver-plated feet for dining couches and one silver-footed stool, look more
promising. Even though no other indication exists to link them to war spoils,
their material argues in favor of such an association. Furniture, including stools
and dining couches are included in the Acropolis inventories, but most of these

seem to be utilitarian since they are not described in great detail. Made of wood,

41 Dem. 24,129; Harris 1995, 33; Miller 1997, 47. Demosthenes, perhaps exaggeratedly, states that
this votive weighed 300 darics or about 2.5 modern kilograms!

42 Paus. 1,27,1; Thompson 1956, 285.

43 Lindos II. 2, col. C, 1. 64a, 79a; cf. Dignas 2002,240-241 which reviews earlier literature. For the
latest study of the Lindian Chronicle see C. Higbie, The Lindian Chronicle and the Greek Creation

of their Past (Oxford 2003).
44 On Darics see Hdt. 7,28; I. Carradice, "The 'Regal' Coinage of the Persian Empire", in: The

Athenian and Persian Empires. The Ninth Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History,

ed. by I. Carradice (London 1967) 73-95; J. R. Melville-Jones, "Darics at Delphi", RBN 126

(1979) 25-36; Kosmetatou 2001, 32.
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they could be easily used during the Panathenaia festivities45. However, the use
of precious metal for the feet of the specific objects, that had apparently been
rendered useless by 434, points to Persian spoils that were presumably
dedicated to Athena after the Salamis, Plataiai, or Eurymedon action. Writers like
Herodotos and Xenophon describe in detail lavish Persian tents that were set

up in military camps, and which were filled with gold- and silver-plated dining
couches and tables. Studies of the ancient literature and Near-Eastern
iconography show that the treatment of the legs of dining couches and stools was
famously associated with the extravagance of the Achaemenid court46. There is

little doubt that Cat. AAc 12, a silver-footed diphros, is also of Persian origin;
this or a similar object belonging to this type was reported stolen, along with
"Mardonios"' short sword, by Demosthenes. On the other hand, Harpokration
and the Suda identify it with the throne of Xerxes on which he sat while watching

his navy's defeat at Salamis. The latter is certainly an unlikely attribution of
legend given the fact that diphroi were rather modest seats47.

Cat. AAc 20 lists a number of Persian gilded animal-head vessels (jtqo-
xopaî, aavvâxia in Persian) and jewellery (ijtjtoç- yQijap- yqujtoç jtQoxopf|-
YQÈrjj (icyac;- )iéovxoç XB(paX,f|- ôpàxcov- èmxpuaa xaûxa) that may have ended

up in the Parthenon treasury as war booty, at least judging from the fact that
they appear in the earliest inventories48. Of course, there is evidence to suggest
that animal-head vessels, though linked to oriental context, had nevertheless
been adapted in the years between the end of the Persian wars and the carving
of the first inventories49. Griffins and snakes certainly belonged to oriental
iconography, but lions and horses were also favorite themes for figurines, as

well as animal-head and shaped vessels of which numerous examples have been
excavated at various sites in the Middle East. Cat. AAc 20, dated to the late fifth
century, lists a protome, as these cups were called, of the winged horse Pegasos

45 Excepting Chian and Milesian dining couches which were probably somewhat luxurious by
Greek standards. Cf. Athen. Deipn. 1,28b. See also Harris 1995, IV 25-27, 29-31. That most
dining couches were plain is only an assumption based on the fact that, despite the brevity of the
Athenian inventories, their silver-plated feet deserve a special mention, while similar care was
not taken in the case of other furniture.

46 Hdt. 9,80,1; 82,1-2; Xenophon, Kyrop. 4,3,1-2; Anab. 4,4,21; Athen. Deipn. 2,48d; Miller 1997,
53-55. On Persian-type furniture, its forms, and influence on Macedonia see S. A. Paspalas, "On
Persian-Type Furniture in Macedonia: The Recognition and Transmission of Forms", AJA 104

(2000)531-560.
47 Demosthenes 24,129; Harpokration and Suda, s.v. On the typology of diphroi see A. Shapiro,

Art and Cult under the Tyrants in Athens (Mainz am Rhein 1989) 31, pis 10-11.
48 Miller 1997,144; cf. Harris 1995, IV 22 (- V103) who interprètes most of these items as figurines.

On aavvâxia see Athen. ll,497f; cf. Miller 1997, 144.

49 Miller 1997,143, fig. 49, illustrating examples from Attic pottery, the earliest of which is dated to
ca. 470 and attributed to the Stieglitz Painter. The vessel in question features a donkey's head,
and although it is held by an oriental figure, to judge from his attire, it has Dionysian associations.
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which figured in the myth of Bellerophontes, a Greek hero with Lycian associations50.

Even so, fantastic winged animals were particular favorites of oriental
artists, and at least one artefact such as the one described in Cat. AAc 20 has
survived51. Following Alexander's conquests the Macedonians appear to have
acquired a taste for these luxurious items which they used in symposia, as they
are often illustrated in funerary painting, including the magnificent dining
scene from Tomb III of Hagios Athanasios in Macedonia. Significantly, one of
the participants, who may be identified as the tomb's owner, an apparent lover
of luxurious Persian vessels, holds up a winged-horse cup52.

A possible indication for the association of certain dedications with war
spoils may be the use of the epithet ßapßcxQixög in their description. Indeed, the
term usually referred to anything non-Greek and became synonymous with
"Persian". Yet, none of the foreign, non war-related votives are described as
such: Seleukos I's Persian wine-cooler (Cat. DI 5) was almost certainly part of
Alexander's war spoils, a possibility that is further corroborated by the fact that
it was damaged when the king offered it to Apollo Didymaios. Similarly, the
otherwise unidentified Kleon may have been a mercenary soldier who offered
Athena a phiale of bronze alloy, probably bronze mixed with tin, that he
acquired during his adventures in the East (Cat. AAc 22). The same may be said
about the Persian horse bridle bits (xaXivoi Mqôixoi; Cat. AAc 4) that had
found their way to the Athenian Chalkotheke by 371/053. It seems that this type
of dedication was not uncommon; Herodotos mentions a gold bit belonging to
the wounded horse of the Persian officer Masistios that was dedicated on the
Acropolis along with the dead warrior's corslet. On the other hand, Greek-Persian

interaction in the late fifth and early fourth century and the Persian royal
gifts that flooded Greece at the time may account for the presence of
presumably bronze bits in the Chalkotheke54. Cat. S 7 lists Persian curtains (jrapa-

50 Harris erroneously interprètes this entry as reference to two separate entities, as she does with
other exitcnpaxa, but Miller rightly observes that there is no grammatical reason to consider
them separately. See Miller 1997, 144-145; Harris 1995, V 241; cf. V 240.

51 Cf. Boardman 2000,184-187, figs 5.66 (a griffinprotome) and 5.68a-d; 7000jaarperzische kunst
2000, 175-176, no. 101 (horse-shaped vessel); 181-182, no. 108 (gold bracelet decorated with
lions), 184-185, no. 109 (protome of a griffin), 200-201, no. 113 (gold winged-lion cup). For an
animal-head cup featuring a winged horse see Vickers and Gill 1994, 42, fig. 2.3.

52 Tsimbidou-Avloniti 1994, 235; M. Tsimbidou-Avloniti, "Ag. Athanassios 1994: Revealing a

Painted Macedonian Tomb", in: La pittura parietale in Macedonia e Magna Grecia. Proceedings
of the International Symposium in Memory ofMario Napoli, Salerno 21-23 novembre 1996 (Pae-
stum 2002).

53 Cf. J. Tréheux, "L'aménagement intérieur de la Chalkothèque d'Athènes: Études d'archéologie
classique", in: Annales de l'Est (publiées par la Faculté des lettres de l'Université de Nancy,
mémoire n° 19; Paris 1958) 133-146.

54 Hdt. 9,20; 22,2-25,1. Cf. Xen. Anab. 1,2,27 on gold bits as Persian royal gifts; Miller 1997, 49.
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jtexcta^iaxa ßaQßaQixa) that were in all likelihood part of a military tent55. On
the other hand, Cat. S 1-6 list Lydian chitons that were presented to Samian
Hera by private persons and are not described as ßapßapixoi; at least one of
these (Cat. S1) was dedicated by someone bearing the very Greek name of
Diogenes56.

Seleukos I's Persian (ßaQßctpixöc;) wine-cooler (DI 5) is also described as

À.iftoxoXÀ,oç (set in precious stones), an element which excited Greek imagination

in the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods57. Indeed, gold and silver
plate that was set in gemstones was especially in vogue in the Achaemenid court
and the technique seems to have remained in use in the Hellenistic East58.

Plutarch (c. AD 50-120), drawing from an earlier source, mentions a Jtepi-
xpaxh^iov, Alexander the Great's gorget, and we hear that this was ôqouoç
oiôriQonv Xidoxôkkrixov (also made of iron, set in precious stones). In her study
of necklaces from the Archaic and Classical period, Blanck argued that the
term was transmitted correctly from Plutrach's fourth century BC source, and
her theory is corroborated by information from the Athenian inventories listing
a number of dedications by Rhoxane, Alexander the Great's ill-fated wife (Cat.
AAc 15, 17-18, also AAc 24?). The Bactrian royal consort dedicated two
elaborate gold necklaces set in precious stones (jt8Qi[xQa]xxjkia [xpuaä À.ifro-

x6?Ar|xa I I]), a gold rhyton, also set in precious stones (pnxov xpPcro[nv Xifto-
xöAAqxov]), and a second gold vessel that may have been an oinochoe59. The
date for the dedication is debated, but these precious votives were sent in a

single dedication lot sometime in 323, just before Alexander's death. It is

equally likely that some, if not all of these, made part of Persian spoils; according

to our sources, Alexander sent such gifts to Greek sanctuaries, including
Athens, on a number of occasions60.

55 Cf. Hdt. 9,82 who uses the exact same phrase to refer to Mardonios' tent. Fascination for Persian

military tents may have persisted into the early Imperial period judging from a relevant scene
from the fragmentary frieze of the NE "Heroon" at Sagalassos (first c. AD). See E. Kosmetatou/
L. Vandeput/M. Waelkens, "The NE 'Heroon' at Sagalassos", in: Sagalassos IV. Report on the

Survey and Excavation Campaigns of 1994 and 1995, ed. by M. Waelkens/J. Poblome (Leuven
1997)360-361.

56 On the Samos è^exaapôç inscription see Dignas 2002, 239-240 listing previous bibliography.
57 Theophr. On Stones 35,2; idem, Characters 23,3,2. Cf. Athen. Deipn. 11,782a (quoting from

Alexander's letters); Strabo 15,1,69. The most recent work on gemstones in the late Classical
and Hellenistic periods is Kosmetatou 2003, 35^4-2 which lists previous bibliography.

58 For an example dating to the late Hellenistic period see M. Pfrommer, Metalwork from the Hel-
lenized East. Catalogue from the Collections of the Jean-Paul Getty Museum (Malibu 1993) 188,

no. 72. The phiale in question is made of gilded silver and bears a decoration of pentagonal or net
pattern, each individual pentagonal framing a rosette-like flower with a garnet in the center.

59 Plut. Alex. 32,10; I. Blanck, Studien zum griechischen Halsschmuck der archaischen und klassi¬

schen Zeit (Stuttgart 1974) 15; E. Kosmetatou, "Rhoxane's Dedications to Athena Polias", ZPE
146 (2004) (forthcoming). For a plain bronze military jT£QixQaxf|kiov dated to the late fourth
century see Themelis-Touratsoglou 1997, 84-85, B 46, pi. 19,95.

60 Arr. Anab. 1,16,7; Plut. Alex. 16,17-18; Plut. Alex. 25,2; Hyp. Eux. 24-26.
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Non War-Related Dedications

Cat. AAc 13-14, 19, 21-23 can be associated with Achaemenid Persia for a

variety of reasons. Some, like the Persian flute-case (Cat. AAc 17) are specifically

described as Persian (Mr|ôixf|) in the inventories. Similarly, Cat. AAc 13

represents a peculiarly oriental luxurious robe made of soft material (^uoxiç)
which was dedicated by the satrap Pharnabazos of Hellespontine Phrygia (ca.
413-370), whose interests led him time and again to a policy of rapprochement
with Athens, especially after the Peloponnesian War. It involved, among other
things, the bribing of Athenian generals and the setting of Greek petty politicians

against each other, a standard practice of Persian foreign policy at the
time61. Harris reviews Pharnabazos' involvement with the Greeks, especially his
financing the Athenian admiral Konon's campaigns against the Spartans, and
dates his dedication of the ^uoxiç before 382/1, when the satrap became
involved in the Persian reconquest of Egypt62. Even though the satrap's dealings
with the Athenians continued after Konon, dating his dedication between 397
and 394, the years of the Athenian admiral's war against the Spartans is also
plausible, and the lack of evidence from the inventories in support of this date

may indeed be due to the chance of preservation.
The remaining dedications in the catalogue were presumably presented by

private individuals and are interpreted as foreign because they are identified as
such in the inventories. There is some undeniably oriental jewellery: two
cylinder seals from the Athenian Asklepieion and the Delian Artemision (Cat.
AAs 1 and D 6), the former bearing an incised goat-stag. Next, two oxpeirxot
from the Athenian Acropolis and Delos (Cat. AAc 14 and D 1) are probably
references to typically Persian twisted necklaces that were worn by noblemen
and came below the neck, examples of which have been discovered during
excavations and are also illustrated on reliefs dating to the Achaemenid period63.
Both were made of gilded silver, and at least one (Cat. D 1) was offered to the
sanctuary of Apollo on Delos by Batesis, son of Babis, undoubtedly of oriental
descent. Bracelets presumably belonging to the oxqcjxxöv type, to judge from
descriptions of Cat. D 4, were identified as tpiÀia or apéÀia (Cat. D 2—5). They
seem to have been peculiarly Persian, twisted artefacts and appear frequently
together with oxpejixa necklaces in literature, at least in the Classical period,
especially in descriptions of the characteristic jewellery of Persian nobles. T'ékia

61 Thuc. 2,67,2; 8,6,1; Xen. Hell. 1,1-2; 1,3,8; 4,3,10-12; 4,8,6; Plut. Ale. 31,1; Diod. 14,79,4-8;
14,81,4-6; 14,83,4-7; 14,84,3-5; 14,85,2-4.

62 Harris 1995, 230.
63 Xen.Kyrop. 1,3,2; 8,5,28; Oikon. 4,23\ Anab. 1,2,27; 5,8. Cf. Miller 1997,57, figs 34,65; E. Kosme¬

tatou, "Peritrachelion/Peritrachelidion in the Athenian Inventory Lists" (forthcoming). An
example is illustrated in 7000 jaarperzische kunst 2000,207-212, no. 123. A otqcjttov is not always
reference to a necklace; it could also be a ring or a bracelet, as it becomes obvious in the various
versions of the description of Cat. D 4.
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disappear from the epigraphical record after the third century, and the term had
acquired the meaning of generic bracelet (àpqpiôéai) by Late Antiquity64. The
term did not lose its "barbaric" associations through the centuries, however:
due to its twisted form, an apparent particular favorite among non-Greek
populations, we encounter it in sources from Polybios to Diodoros as part of the
attire of Gallic soldiers63.

Miller has interpreted Cat. AAc 16 as an onyx bead depicting an ithyphallic
goat-stag and associated its iconography with Achaemenid art, or at least
Achaemenid influence, citing Athenian use of the term to refer to Near Eastern
iconography of fantastic animals66. In attempting to visualize this object she
identified it as an incised goat-stag on a large onyx, taking note of the difficulties

presented by the votive's description in the surviving inventory, and her
interpretation remains tentative. A few decades earlier Woodward had suggested
an unlikely new reading of IG II2 1388, B, 1. 62-63 which is not supported by the
text on the squeeze of the inscription that I have consulted. According to that
scholar, the entry in question represents two items which formed perhaps one
dedication lot: a gold goat-stag protome weighing 32 drs (ca. 135 gr.) and a large
onyx. Protomai are mentioned in greater detail in the inventories of Didyma
(Cat. DI 2-3) and are compatible with actual finds from Persian contexts, but in
all known cases they are five or six times heavier than the goat-stag head from
the Athenian inventories67.

The large size of the onyx (jiéyaç) makes it a peculiar medium for an incised
representation that usually belonged to small-sized seals68. Reconstructing this
artifact, however, proves difficult because its description does not constitute
sufficient guide for its reconstruction. The term péyaç used in the inventories
certainly referred to the size of its surface, and its weight, set at 32 drs, suggests
that this was a very large gem, certainly not a bead: 32 drs are equivalent to 135

modern grams or 675 carats! A comparison with actual gems suggests that its

64 Hdt. 3,20.22; 4,168; 9,80; Xen. Kyrop. 1,3,2; 8,5,28; Oikon. 4,23; Anab. 1,2,27; 5,8; Plut. Them.

18,2; Kim. 9,3-6; Hesych. s.v.; cf. Miller 1997, 57. The Lindian Anagraphe lists r^ékia and dates
the type from the Bronze Age to the fifth century. Lindos II, 2, col. B 70 (XI); col. C 66,87; col. D
37.

65 Gallic women also wore it. See Polyb. 2,31; 5,3; Strabo 4,4; 5,4; Diod. 1,20; 3,4; 5,27.45; 6,6.
66 Ar. Frogs 937; Athen. ll,500d-e; Miller 1997,56-57, cf. 143. On Persian influences on Greek sty¬

le see also Boardman 2000, 170-174.
67 A. M. Woodward, "Two Attic Treasure Records", Athenian Studies Presented to W. S. Ferguson,

HSCP Suppl. 1 (Cambridge, Mass. 1940) 387, n. 1; also discussed by Miller 1997,56-57. See also
Harris 1995, V 145 who does not take into account Woodward's new reading. For a protome of a

goat-stag which used to be part of an animal-head rhyton see 7000jaarperzische kunst 2000,206,
no. 118. The item in question comes from a fifth-early fourth century archaeological context, is

therefore contemporary to the protome from the Hekatompedon, and is made of gilded bronze.
68 Cf. P. d'Amore, "Glittica a cilindro achemenide: linee di uno sviluppo tematico-cronologico",

Contributi e Materiali di Archeologia Orientale 4 (1992) 187-267; Boardman 2000, 152-174.
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largest dimension could have easily reached 10 cm69. Its decoration has certain
oriental associations, and, taking into account the vocabulary used in its
description, one may wonder whether the artefact in question was not an early
cameo, even though there is no evidence for their manufacture at so early a
date. Nevertheless, the technique of cutting a relief on stone certainly existed,
and the lack of evidence for the production of cameos in the early fourth
century, at least in the Achaemenid empire, may be due to the chance of survival.
Cameos, along with other oriental products, certainly became in vogue after
Alexander's conquests when the market was flooded with gemstones and artefacts

from the East70. However, given the lack of concrete evidence and the
great uncertainty regarding the date for the earliest production of cameos this
suggestion is only put forward tentatively71.

There are three criteria for the identification of gold and silver plate as
oriental: first, we may consider that we are on safe ground when analyzing
objects whose names are typically Persian. These include the ßaxiaxr] or
ßaxicixiov (Cat. D 8-23; DI 1), a typically Persian or Lycian drinking vessel

(phiale) which also occurs in an inventory, presumably of war spoils, reportedly
found in Parmenion's letter to Alexander the Great that is preserved by
Athenaios72. The two terms seem to have been used interchangeably; although
the second one is in diminutive form it does not follow that it refers necessarily
to a vessel that was small in size, as is obvious in Cat. D 1873. The absence of
ßaxiaxai in inventories after the third century suggests that its Achaemenid
style may have gone out of fashion in the early Hellenistic period.

Another peculiarly Asiatic vessel is the so-called xovôu, which occurs in the
Delian inventories (Cat. D 25-28). It became a particular favorite with the
Persians, but its etymology suggests that it may have been originally Hittite, and
scholars have associated it with the wine vessel kankur14. Its non-Iranian links
were probably known to the Greeks: Menander describes it as a drinking cup
that could be made of gold and was popular in Kappadokia, while Hesychius
calls it ßapßcxQixöv without specifying its origins any further, nor linking it
specifically to the Persians. The historian Nikomachos reports that it had a

globular body which gave it its name, and according to the astrologer Hermip-

69 My calculations are based on international conventions, according to which 1 carat equals 200

Miligrams, and 142 carats equal 1 ounce.
70 See Kosmetatou 2003, 35-42 where it is argued that cameos were produced in the Ptolemaic

court at least as early as the first half of the third century.
71 See E. Kosmetatou, "On Large Gemstones", ZPE 146 (2004) [forthcoming].
72 Ath. Deipn. 11,784a; 393c.
73 This usage of diminutive is observed in other cases as well. See Cl. Prêtre, "Imitation et miniatu¬

re. Étude de quelques suffixes dans le vocabulaire délien de la parure", BCH 121 (1997) 673-
680.

74 Athenaios, Deipn. 11,55; Hesychius K 3497; Georgios Synkellos I,206,9f. (gest. 810/811); Frisk
1960,1,911; Neumann 1961,29; Frisk 1972, III. 134; Tischler 1983,1,485; Huyse 2002,223, n. 62.
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pos, the term originally described a magic ball, a kind of proto-crystal ball of
sorts used in divination, from which libations were poured75. However, the
archaeological record suggests that despite its associations with divination and
astrology, its shape was common in Persian art already in the Iron Age76.

Athenaios' text and the archaeological evidence suggest that a xôvôu was a

deep globular drinking vessel without handles or base which could sometimes
be confused with a type of xupßLov bowl (cf. D 26-28). Such shapes were
introduced in Macedonia after Alexander the Great's death, as is obvious from M©
18169, a miniature globular beaker with a snake-shaped handle that was used as

perfume container and clearly draws its inspiration from Persian vessels. The
object in question was discovered in a secure late fourth century context in one
of the tombs at Hagios Athanasios (outside Thessaloniki) in 199477.

Another group of vessels are not described as specifically Persian, but
their typology suggests that they were of Asiatic origin. These include the
much-admired animal-head cups and drinking horns (pmct) which were the
Persian vessels par excellence for the Greeks (Cat. AAc 19-22; Cat. D 24, D 31;
Cat. DI 2-4)78. The latter could be very elaborate, made of gold and silver,
featuring one or more animal-heads at the bottom, and sometimes be set in
precious stones (Cat. AAc 18). King Seleukos I dedicated a number of pro-
tomai to Apollo Didymaios which are referred to as JiaÀlpjTOTa (DI 2-4). As
Welles has suggested these were probably rhyta with no base on which to rest
that could only lie on all sides, and from which one had to drink without laying
them down. They were probably passed from hand to hand in banquets79. The
remaining vessels in the catalogue can be associated with the production of
eastern workshops only on the basis of their reported decoration, assuming that
they were not Greek adaptations of Persian products: Cat. AAc 23 represents a

lot of six heavy phialai with feather pattern decoration. Cat. D 30 is described as

an embossed phiale decorated with Persian faces in relief, examples of which
have been discovered in Skythia and are obviously inspired by Persian
examples80. Last but not least, Cat. D 31 is reported to have a scale pattern decora-

75 Menander, Nikomachos, Hermippos, and Pakrates' fragments are all found in Athen. Deipn. 11,

477f-478a.
76 7000 jaar perzische kunst 2000,163, 168, no. 94.

77 Tsimbidou-Avloniti 1994,233, fig. 4. Gulick translates xôvôua as beakers, but there are no indi¬
cations in ancient literature that it had a pouring lip. Cf. Athen. Deipn. 11,784a, translated by
C. B. Gulick (LOEB).

78 On rhyta see Athen. ll,497a-e; A. Zournatzi, "Inscribed Silver Vessels of the Odrysian Kings:
Gifts, Tribute, and the Diffusion of the Forms of 'Achaemenid' Metalzare in Thrace", AJA 104

(2000) 686.
79 Welles 1934, 39, 350-351.
80 Cf. gold phiale from a mid-4th century archaeological context from Kurgan Kul'-Oba, near Kerç

in the Crimaea, in: Das Gold der Skythen und Griechen aus der archäologischen Schatzkammer
der Eremitage in St. Petersburg (Hamburg/Bonn/Köln/Stuttgart 1997) 163-165.
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tion, and these patterns appear to have been particular favorites of oriental
artists81

One of the more intriguing objects listed in the Delian inventories is a

golden vine, that was kept at the Artemision for at least 126 years and was never
weighed, presumably because of its location or large size (Cat. D 7). It first
appears in an inventory dated to 367, and its last mention is on a list of 241, but
may have been much older. Nothing is known about its dedicant. Of course, the
manufacture of floral ornaments, fruit, and, mostly miniature trees out of
precious metals is known from inventory lists from Athens, Delos, and Didyma, as
well as from the ancient sources. Actual examples of such ornaments have
luckily survived, and these are pivotal in our attempts to visualize the magnificent

objects that we only get to read about, but are lost to us today82. However,
none of these objects comes close to the size and presumed splendor of the
Delian vine.

The votive vine from Delos is the only known dedication of its kind
mentioned in inventory lists, and it consequently raises questions as to its origins,
date, and the occasion for its dedication. It does not appear to be associated
with the cult of Dionysos and may have been part of a long oriental tradition, of
which is indicative the fact that it features in mythology as a bribe of heros
associated with the Trojan cycle. The genealogist Akousilaos from Argos (late 6th
century) wrote of a legend, according to which king Priam of Troy bribed the
hero Eurypylos's mother Astyoche with a golden vine, in order to lure her into
sending her son as an ally of Troy in the war effort against the Achaians83. This
precious object was further associated with the myth of the abduction of
Ganymed by Zeus and allegedly served as repayment to the youth's (and
Priam's) father, king Laomedon84.

The Persian kings seem to have been especially fond of such extravagances
which they took over from the Assyrians. In particular, Herodotos mentions
that a Lydian of immense wealth by the name of Pythios, son of Atys, gave a gift
of a golden plane-tree and vine to king Dareios I and even funded Xerxes's war
effort against Greece85. It is unclear whether the golden vine that belonged to
Artaxerxes, one of Xerxes's successors, was the same one, handed down the

81 See for example a deep bowl from the Rogozen treasure in Archibald 1989,12-25, pl. 1.

82 H. Hoffmann/P. F. Davidson, Greek Gold Jewellery from the Age ofAlexander (Mainz 1965)
288-294, nos 137-138.

83 Akousilaos apud Apollodoros. Bibl. 3,133 FGrHist 2 F40. This myth is also mentioned by
authors of the Roman period: cf. Apollonios (ca. 100 AD), Lexicon Homericum, p. 55, 1. 32;

Diktys from Knossos in FGrHist 49 F7a; Scholia In Homerum, Odysseam (scholia vetera). Book
11, hypothesis-verse 520.

84 Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam, Vol. 1, p. 431; Photius, Bibliotheca, Codex 190,

Bekker, p. 152b; Scholia in Euripidem (scholia vetera), Vita-argumentum-scholion schOr,
section 1391; Scholia in Euripidem (scholia vetera), Vita-argumentum-scholion schTr, section 822;
Scholia in Homerum, Odysseam (scholia vetera). Book 11, hypothesis-verse 521.

85 Hdt. 7,27. Cf. Diod. 19,48,7.
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generations of Achaimenid kings86. It is equally difficult to determine the
accuracy of later reports, according to which the Persian kings owned multiple
plane-trees alongside what seems to have remained a unique golden vine, that
may or may not have been relics from Persia's glorious past. The geographer
Agatharchides from Knidos (2nd century) furnishes additional information on
this type of artefact in his description of the Persian throne room that featured a

gold vine under which the Great Kings held court. He describes it as a large
plant, whose clusters were made of emerald, Indian rubies, and various other
precious stones, but his description may be related to the extravagant ornamental

vine that Alexander the Great encountered in Dareios Ill's private bedroom
in 331, when he captured Persepolis. Whether this article can be identified with
the one that Pythios gave to Dareios I more than a hundred years before, is only
a matter of speculation, and if reports about the presence of such a piece in the
throne room are correct, it is likely that there existed at least two87. One should
also bear in mind that vines functioned as favorite fertility symbols of the Assyrian

and Persian kings for a long time, and, at least in the case of the Achaemenid
kings, they may have been associated with tree-cults88.

Various Alexander historians of the late Classical and Hellenistic period
described a unique magnificent golden vine that was one of the most intimate
belongings of Dareios III. Athenaios, citing two Alexander historians of the 4th
century, Amyntas and Chares from Mitylene, describes it in some detail as

indicative of the luxury of the Persian royal bedroom, which also served as
treasure89. It was jewel-studded (XifroxoXTrytoc;) and extended over the Great
King's bed. Amyntas adds that its clusters were made of precious stones
(rjtfjcpoi), a description with which Agatharchides also agrees90. In referring to
this artefact as well, the historian Phylarchos (3rd century) observed that
extravagant though the vine was, its intrinsic value was insignificant when
compared to the daily lavish expenses of Alexander's court91. Nevertheless, this
object became the stuff legends are made of; it later figures in Pseudo-Kal-
listhenes, as standing on an emerald table and was mounted on a gold base, its

86 Himerius, Declamationes et orationes, Oration 31,58; Photius, Bibliotheca, Codex 243, Bekker,
p. 375b.

87 Agatharchides apud Athen., Deipn. 12,539d FGrHist, 86 F3. Cf. also Eustathius, Commentarii
ad Homeri Odysseam, Vol. 1, p. 148,1.40. For a discussion of the texts relating to the golden vine
of the Persian king see: P. Jacobsthal, Ornamente griechischer Vasen (Berlin 1927) 102-110;
R. Vallois, L'architecture hellénique et hellénistique à Delos. I. Les Monuments (Paris 1944) 290-
298, 427.

88 I would mention the famous Assyrian banquet relief, as well as the relief decoration of Indian
king Maurya at Pataliputra, which may have been modelled after the Achaemenid tradition. Cf.
Curtius Rufus 8,8,25; Hdt. 1,108. A tree-cult is probably represented on the so-called "seal of
Xerxes". Cf. Briant 1996, 246-249, figs 24a, 25.

89 Athen. Deipn. 12,514f.
90 Chares Mitylenaios FGrHist 125; Amyntas FGrHist 122.

91 Phylarchos FGrHist 81 F41 apud Athen. Deipn., 12,539d.
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brunches reportedly covering both the table and its base, its clusters made of
pearls, emeralds, sapphires, and rubbies. The description is further elaborated
by the addition of birds of all kinds, including partridge, nightingales, and doves,
that stood on each brunch and even sang!92 Water supposedly ran from the vine,
and, when night fell, its clusters generated a star-rain and glittered, making it
unnecessary to light the room with lamps. An odd choice of decorative object
for a bedroom indeed93.

The vine motif functioned as a Jewish symbol as well. Josephus mentions a

gold vine in connection with the Sanctuary portal of the Second Temple in
Jerusalem. Based on numismatic evidence Patrich plausibly suggested that it
was supported by the portal's four columns, and that it was entwined on poles
above the capitals. Its presence in Jerusalem is consistent with its eastern
origins, but it held a special significance in that it symbolized the Jewish people.
According to Strabo, when Pompey the Great arrived in Damaskos in 63, the
Jewish king Aristoboulos sent him a large golden vine which weighed 500
talents and was known as xepmnkov (delightful). Pompey dedicated it to the

sanctuary of Jupiter Capitolinus, where Strabo saw it, inscription and all94.

Patrich's reconstruction of the vine in the Temple of Jerusalem may help us
to visualize its earlier Delian counterpart, even though any discussion must
remain speculative. The Delian vine was kept at the Archaic Artemision which
did not feature internal columns, but it may have been entwined around a

wooden structure that rested on the floor or around one of the beams of the ceiling.

This should also account for the fact that it was never weighed. Even though
information on its dedicant is not available, one may argue that he or she must
have come from a region of the Persian Empire, where there seems to have
been a long tradition for such luxury objects. It is equally possible that this
unknown worshipper may have been a Persian official of high standing, judging
from the fact that these reportedly sent lavish gifts to Greek sanctuaries. The
Persian Peukestas is mentioned in the Delian inventory lists from 279 to 234

BC, as the dedicant of a gold laurel wreath that was kept in the Artemision95.
However, one should not exclude the possibility that the Delian gold vine

may not have been dedicated by a pious worshipper. The votive in question
belongs to a group of old relics, including the notorious Eriphyle's necklace, a

92 Pseudo-Kallisthenes possibly blends various traditions on Achaemenid and Persian-inspired
precious objects. Curtius mentions a golden vine from the palace of king Maurya at Pataliputra
bearing silver figurines of birds. Cf. Quintus Curtius 8,8,25.

93 Historia Alexandri Magni, Recensio L (lib. 3), p. 61,1. 6-15; p. 63,1. 9-14; p. 64,1. 20-25.
94 Josephus Ant. Jud. 15,395; idem. Bell. Jud. 5,210. J. Patrich, "The Golden Vine, the Sanctuary

Portal, and its Depiction on the Bar-Kochva Coins", Jewish Art 19/20 (1993/94) 56-61. Cf. Strabo

14,34.
95 Not to be confused with the satrap Peukestas, general of Dareios III; cf. IG XI (2) 161, B, 1. 53;

Briant 1996, 258-259.
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mythological piece that was associated with bribery and was kept at the Artemi-
sion until the second half of the second century96. Various Apollonian sanctuaries

lay claim on this artefact, including Delphi, and it is not inconceivable that,
like fictitious Eriphyle's necklace, the Delian gold vine also had mythological
associations: locals may have claimed that it was the actual vine given to treacherous

Astyoche by Priam.
A number of scholars, headed by Lewis, attempted to identify Persian vessels

among otherwise typologically unclassified votives of uneven weight that
are listed in inventories. In a series of important articles, to which this paper
cannot do justice, being different in scope, Vickers carefully analysed weights of
vessels that are mentioned in inventories, as well as of surviving specimens97.
His principle was that metalware was made according to certain standards, and
he therefore identified vessels of uneaven weight as belonging to a foreign standard

and hence as being of foreign origin. Persian gold pots are therefore
ascribed to the daric standard, while their silver counterparts presumably
followed the Persian siglos standard. Harris and Miller have rightly cautioned
against pitfalls in Vickers' theory: first, it was not only the Persians who minted
on a standard other than the Athenian; Greek cities of Asia Minor like Phokaia
adopted a standard similar to the Achaemenid, as did Macedonia98. An
additional problem facing scholars is related to the range of the Persian and
Athenian standards; sigloi are set at 5.20-5.49 gr. and later from 5.40-5.67 gr.,
and Vickers seems to choose the weight of the sigloi used arbitrarily within the
available range in order to explain "awkward" weights as Persian every time99.

As Miller has shown, given the approximation of both the Persian and the
Athenian standards, certain vessels from the Acropolis inventories, and Cat.

96 The earliest mention of it is in ID 101,1. 26 (367), the latest in ID 444, B, 1. 43 (177).
97 Lewis 1986,77; M. Vickers, "Panagyurishte, Dalboki, Loukovit and Rogozen: Questions of Me¬

trology and Status", The Rogozen Treasure. Papers of the Anglo-Bulgarian Conference, 12

March 1987, ed. by B. F. Cook (London 1989) 101-111; M. Vickers, "Persian Gold in Parthenon
Inventories", Actes du Colloque sur l'or dans l'empire achéménide, Bordeaux, March 1989, REA
91 (1989) 249-257; M. Vickers, "Golden Greece: Relative Values, Minae and Temple Inventories",

AJA 94 (1990) 613-625; M. Vickers, "Persian, Thracian and Greek Gold and Silver: Questions

of Metrology", in: Asia Minor and Egypt: Old Cultures in a New Empire. Proceedings ofthe
Groningen 1988 Achaemenid History Workshop, ed. by H. Sancisi-Weerdenburg/A. Kuhrt,
Achaemenid History VI (Leiden 1991) 31-39; M. Vickers, "The Metrology of Gold and Silver
Plate in Classical Greece", Boreas 21 (1992) 53-72; Vickers/Gill 1994, esp. 33-54; M. Vickers,
"Metrological Reflections: Attic, Hellenistic, Parthian and Sasanian Gold and Silver Plate", Stadia

Iranica 24 (1995) 163-185; M. Vickers, "Fifth Century Chronology and the Coinage
Decree",///S' 116 (1996) 171-174.

98 Miller 1997, 60-61.
99 Harris 1997, 31. It is important to note that even the Attic standard could fluctuate, sometimes

significantly, as can be seen for example in Attic weight coins from Pisidian Selge, Phoinikian
Arados, and Ionian Ephesos in the second century, especially when compared with their
Athenian counterparts.
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AAc 22 in particular, can be interpreted as belonging to both systems100. One
should also bear in mind that weights and measures in antiquity were not set so
absolutely as in our modern era of prototypes, and ancient scales were certainly
not as accurate as our own. A study of the dedications in the Delian inventories
suggests that weights could fluctuate from year to year, and this is why the
sacred administrators of the sanctuary found it necessary to control all votives
at the end of their term (cf. Cat. D 29)101.

Harris is correct then, at least in the case of the Acropolis hydriai whose
approximate weight was 1000 drs, in supposing them to have been made according
to the Athenian standard102. However, uneven weights associated with many
vessels, including the ones that are associated with the Didyma offering lists
(Cat. DI1-5), cannot be convincingly explained as the result of approximation
or damage. Despite the above-expressed reservations then, Vickers, Gill, and,
more recently, Bresson's research on ancient standards on the basis of surviving
inscribed inventories has merit, certainly shows promise, and consequently
their theories deserve to be further developed103. Alternatively, research may
focus on the analysis of discrepancies in reported weights: objects may bear a
certain inscribed weight, that presumably reflects a certain "foreign" standard,
while temple administrators in Athens and Delos, using their own Attic weights
and measures, may record substantially different numbers104. Even though we
may never be able to identify Persian votives with certainty, perseverance with
the material and a careful analysis of the yearly descriptions and of fluctuations
in the weight of votives may render important results. Questions on typology
and provenance should also be addressed, and comparisons between recorded
ex votos and actual finds are also of particular value in metrological research.

100 Miller 1997,60, n. 152. Cf. also M. B. Wallace, "Texts, Amphoras, Coins, Standards and Trade",
Ancient World 11 (1984) 11-13.

101 The only objects that can be studied in this manner are those which could not lose weight easily
due to damage or theft. Pendant necklaces and wreaths for example could lose parts, but such
destruction was unlikely in the case of phialai. Cf. IG XI (2) 287, B, 1. 23 (249 BC).

102 Harris 1995, 276-277; Harris 1997, 36. Cf. also E. Kosmetatou, "The Athenian Inventory Lists.
A Review Article", Ant. Class. 71 (2002) 196-197.

103 Cf. A. Bresson, "Unités de pesée et poids des offrandes dans les sanctuaires grecs", in: La cité
marchande (Bordeaux 2000) 211-242.

104 See for example IG XI (2) 161, B, 1.108-109. Not every such reference suggests the presence of a

"foreign" object, however, especially when discrepancies are insignificant. Additionally, the Attic

standard, while dominant, was never the only one used in the Greek world. Many parameters
should be therefore taken into account for a study of ancient standards and for determining
which objects are not "Greek".
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Appendix: Catalogue

Athens Acropolis (AAc)
Armour and Weapons

AAc 1. H IV 1; RH PA 8

àxivàxai JteQixQuooi H
Six gilded akinakai swords

Parthenon Treasure A (434/3-4J2/1 )105

IG I3 343,1. 8; IG I3 344,1.24 (433/2); IG I3 346,1. 59; IG I3 350,1.70; IG I3 351,1. 9; IG I3 352,1. 33-
34; IG I3 353,1. 56-57; IG I3 354,1. 76; IG I3 355,1. 9-10; IG I3 356,1. 36; IG I3 357,1. 62

AAc 2. H IV 2 V 1); RH PA 37

àxivâxr|ç snixQVooç I âaxaflpoç
One gilded akinakes\ unweighed

Parthenon Treasure A (428/7-412/1)
IG I3 349,1.58-59; IG I3 350,1.79; IG I3 351,1.17; IG I3 353,1. 64; IG I3 354,1.81 ; IG I3 355,1.18; IG
I3 356,1. 44-45; IG I3 357,1. 70-71

Parthenon Treasure B (403/2-399/8)
IG II2 1373,1. 15; IG II2 1376,1. 16; IG II2 1377, add. P. 797,1. 26

Hekatompedon Treasure C (397/6-ca. 385)
IG II2 1394,1. 11; IG II2 1395,1. 27; Agora I 5363,1. 3

Athena Treasure B (371/l-367/6)m
IG II2 1424a, col. III, 1. 336; IG II2 1425, A, col, III, 1. 268-269; IG II2 1428, col. II, 1. 222

AAc 3. H V 2; RH AA 84 (AB 36)
àxivâxr]ç oiôriQonç xr]v /.aßrjv xQuafjv exü)V to ôè xokeôv èXecpcxvxivov jtepixQfoov xô ôè

jivyXiov yovoovv
An iron akinakes with a gold handle, a sheath of gilded ivory, and a gold pommel

Athena Treasure A (after 385/4)
IG II21413,1. 28

Athena Treasure B (374/3-after 330/29)
IG II21421, col. II, 1.27-30; IG II21424a, col. 1,1.77-80; IG II2 1425, A, col. 1,1.75-78; IG II21460,
1. 12-15

AAc 4. RH AS 70

XakivoL Mr|ôixoi
Persian horse bridle bits

Chalkotheke (371/0)
IG II2 1424a, col. 1,1. 135

Coins

AAc 5. H V 60a; TM 136, 157; K 6

oiykoi Mriôixoi àgyugol A
Ten silver Persian shekels

105 On the organization of the Acropolis Treasures see Hamilton 1999, 247-277.
106 Harris 1995, 82-83, lists this item under the heading Hekatompedon, although its last three oc¬

currences are in an inventory of the Treasurers of Athena who do not specify the location of the
votives that were under their supervision. Cf. R. Hamilton, "Review of D. Harris, The Treasures

of the Parthenon and the Erechtheion (Oxford 1995)", BMCR (1996) http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/
bmcr/1996/96.09.27.html.
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Hekatompedon Treasure A (405/4?)
IG I3 342,1. 11-12

AAc 6. H V 60b; TM 159-165; RH HC 80; K 7

öiy/.oi Mr]ôixoi «tr/noo! AI
Eleven silver Persian shekels

Hekatompedon Treasure B (403/2)
IG II2 1384,1. 7

Hekatompedon Treasure C (ca. 400-390/89)
IG II21386,1.15; IG II2 1387,1.5-6; IG II21388, A, 1.43; IG II21390,1.3-4; IG II21393,1.23-24; IG
II2 1389,1. 4; IG II2 1400,1. 19-20

AAc 7. H V 57; TM 165-166; K 13

XQUchou ôageixoi xolv Oeoïv AAAA222
43 gold Darics dedicated to the Two Goddesses

Hekatompedon Treasure C (394/3-390/89)
IG II2 1401,1. 27; IG II2 1400,1. 43

AAc 8.K 29

HP Aaçeixô xquolo axaxêpeç
105 staters of gold Darics

Other Gods Treasure-Various sanctuaries (429/8)
IG I3 383,1. 17-18

AAc 9.K 37

oxaxëgeç XQuaio Aageixö
Gold Daric staters

Other Gods Treasure-Various sanctuaries (429/8)
IG I3 383,1. 43-14

AAc 10. K 61

<nooeiÔôvoç euro Zouvio> 2 Aaçeixô XQvaîo oxaxéQ
From the sanctuary of Poseidon at Sounion: one gold Daric stater

Other Gods Treasure-Various sanctuaries (429/8)
IG I3 383,1. 110-111

Furniture

AAc 11. H IV 28; RH PA 33

xkivtöv jtôôeç èjrâQyuQOi AMI

Thirteen silver-plated feet for dining couches
Parthenon Treasure A (434/3-412/1)

IG P 343,1. 15-16; IG T 344,1.31; IG F 345,1.48; IG I3 346,1. 66; IG I3 349,1. 56-57; IG I3 350,1.77;
IG I3 351,1. 15-16; IG I3 353,1. 63; IG F 354,1. 80; IG I3 355,1. 16; IG I3 356,1. 43; IG I3 357,1. 69

AAc 12. H V 118

ÔiqpQOl GXQOYYU^ÔjTOÔeÇ r aQYUQÔjTOÇ èç

Five stools with turned legs, one with silver feet
Hekatompedon C (397/6)

IG II2 1394.1. 11-14

Garment

AAc 13. H V 51; RH AA 160 AB 282)
çuoriç f|v Taoväßa'Coc àvf:th|X8v
A xystis dedicated by Pharnabazos
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Athena Treasure B (382/1-367/6)
IG II21412,1.11; IG II21421, col. IV, 1. 118; IG II2 1424a, col. III, 1. 303-304; IG II2 1428, col. II,
1. 143

Jewellery

AAc 14. H V 135; RH HB 38 HC 9)

oxqejxxov jtegixQnoov imaQyupov oxaffpôv FFhlTIIII
A twisted (necklace?) of gilded silver; weight: 58 drs 4 obols.

Hekatompedon B (401/0)
IG II2 1386,1. 1-2

Hekatompedon C (398/7-385/4)
IG II2 1388, A, 1. 28-29; IG II2 1393,1. 14; IG II2 1400,1. 14; IG II2 1407,1. 39

AAc 15. H V 141

[jte]Qi[xQa]xf|kia [youou kiffoxokEpxa II dcv]Éifr|X£v [laafùéojç Aks'çâvbgov yuvf) To/£]avr]
Afh]v[cu nokiàôi- axa...7.... ]

[Two gold] peritrachelia [set in precious stones] dedicated by [the wife of] king [Alexander]
Rhoxane to Athena [Polias; weight...7.... ]

Athena and Other Gods Treasure (305/4)
IG II2 1492, A, 1. 54-57

Miscellaneous

AAc 16. H V 145; RH HC 104

ovuÇ péyaç xpayekàcpo jXOiaTuÇovxoç axafluov AAAIh
A large onyx with an ithyphallic goat-stag; weight: 32 drs

Hekatompedon C (398/7-394/3)
IG II2 1388, B, 1. 62-63; IG II21401, fr. d, 1. 45

Musical Instrument

AAc 17. H V 190; RH AB 331

oußf|vr| MpöiHTj
A Persian flute case

Athena Treasure B (371/0-367/6)
IG II2 1424a, col. III, 1. 337 (371/0); IG II2 1425, A, col. III, 1. 270; IG II2!428,1. 225

Vessels

AAc 18. [oivoyoriv? xQuo]fjv àv[ÉftT)xev ßaoikecog 'Ake^]àvÔgou yuvi) Tfca^àvr) Afhyväi nokiâôi]
axa: HHFAAAAß.3.]'
[A gold oinochoe?] dedicated by Rhfoxane], wife of [king] Alexander [to Athena Polias]; weight
290+ drachms

Athena and Other Gods Treasure (305/4)
IG II2 1492, A, 1. 45^18

AAc 19. H V 358

quxöv xQuoofûv kiöoxökkrixov ô? ccve]fhixev ßaoik^tog Ake^àvôpou yuvf] Tco]|âvr| Affpvà
[nokiàôu axa....8.... ]

A gold rhyton [set in precious stones, dedicated by the wife of] king [Alexander] Rhoxane to
Athena [Polias; weight.... 8....]
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Athena and Other Gods Treasure (305/4)
IG II2 1492, A, 1. 52-54

AAc 20. H V 241

exjtcopa aQyvQoxjv nryyaaou rrpoxopfp xoûxo Afhjvatoi ctveffeaav nokiabi- axaffpôv HArt-H
A silver Pegasos-head cup; this was dedicated by the Athenians to Athena Polias; weight: 118 drs

Parthenon Treasure A (405/4-ca. 400)
IG I3 342,1. 14-16; IG II2 1382,1. 13-15

AAc 21. H IV 22 V 103); RH PA 15

LJTJtoç- YQUip- YQcirôç JTOOxopf)- YCÀV pcyag- Xéovxoç xeqpakfp ôgpoç àv&éptûv- ôodxojv-
èjtÎYQuaa xaûxa
horse, griffin, griffin-head vessel, large griffin, lion-head vessel, necklace with flower-pendants,
snake bracelet, these gilded

Parthenon Treasure A (434/3-412/1)
IG I3 343,1.11-12; IG I3 344,1.26-27; IG I3 346,1.61-62; IG I3 349,1.52-53; IG I3 350,1.73-74; IG I3

351,1.11-12; IG I3 352,1.36-37; IG I3 353,1. 59-60; IG I3 354,1.77-78; IG I3 355,1.12-13; IG I3 356,
1. 39; IG I3 357,1. 64-65

Parthenon Treasure B (after 390?)
IG II2 1380,1. 6-7

Athena Treasure A (385/4)
IG II2 1414,1. 22

Athena Treasure B (375/4-367/6)
IG II21426,1. 25-26; IG II2 1424a, col. III, 1. 324-326; IG II21425,1. 252-254; IG II2 1428,1.199-
202

AAc 22. H V 315; RH AB 44

q)iakr| xakxoxQccç ßaQßaQixf| r)v Kkécov àvéffr|xev axaffpöv HFAn-HIIII
A "barbaric" phiale of bronze alloy dedicated by Kleon; weight 167 drachms 5 obols

Athena Treasure B (374/3-367/6)
IG II21421, col. II, 1.46-47; IG II21424a, col. 1,1. 95-96; IG II21425, A, col. 1,1. 91-92; IG II21428,
col. II, 1. 118-119

AAc 23. H V 341; RH AB 11

(pid/.UL nxikcoxai et oxafhrôv XAAArh
Six feather pattern phialai; weight 1036 drs

Athena Treasure B (371/0-344/3)
IG II2 1424a, col. 1,1. 29; IG II2 1425, A, col. 1,1. 24; IG II2 1443, col. II, 1. 135-136

AAc 24. [xpuooüv kijlfoxokkryrc^v àvéfbpxev ßaoike. o] AA.e^avôg[o ]

Something [gold] set in precious stones [dedicated someone associated with king] Alexander
Athena and Other Gods Treasure (ca. 312/1)

IG II2 1479, A, 1. 1-4

Athens Asclepieion (AAs)
Jewellery

AAs 1. xûkivÔQOç ëvi TQayzkacpoç
A cylinder on which is represented a goat-stag
Aleshire 1989, Inv. IV. 1. 122-123 IG II2 1534A, a, 1. 99) (274/3)
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Delos (D)
Jewellery

Bracelets

D 1. axQeJtxog XQcaonç àkuaiov eycov ùoyi.'ooèv, öv Bârr|aiç Bdßtöog àvéfh)xev, oraflpôv ctyei
AAA n-ii
A gold twisted (necklace?) with a silver chain, dedicated by Batesis, offspring of Babis; weight:
36 drs 2 obols

Porinos Oikos (ca. 367/6-342/1)
ID 1 103,1. 65-67; ID 1104,1. 116-117; ID 1 104-12,1. 96-97; ID 104-27,1. 21-22

D 2. iyi/aov «qyuqoûv oxafluov hhlllll

A twisted bracelet; weight; 2 drs 5 obols
Artemision Treasure A (367-353/2)

ID 101,1. 9; ID 103,1. 6; ID 104,1. 65-66; ID 104-3, B, 1. 7; ID 104-12,1. 47

D 3. rjiika apytipä ôx>o xai àpqpiôfj cuioxexkaopivri, ôkxf] bpaypat FAAhhbl-
Two silver twisted bracelet and a broken armlet; weight: 74 drs

Artemision Treasure B (ca. 300-275)
IG XI (2) 161, B, 1. 19; IG XI (2) 162, B, 1.15; IG XI (2) 190,1. 9

D 4. tßilaov XQUoonv axQeitxov, okxf]v ÔQaxpod n-H-HIIII*
A twisted bracelet; weight 9 drs 5 obols*

Artemision Treasure B (279-242)
IG XI (2) 161, B, 1.26; IG XI (2) 164, A, 1.84; IG XI (2) 199, B, 1.57; IG XI (2) 203, B, 1. 82; IG XI
(2) 208,1. 17; IG XI (2) 219,1. 16; IG XI (2) 223, B, 1. 16; ID 296,1. 39

Necklaces

D 5. At|ut]xoloi! paoïÀéoç jteQiôéçaia youoä aùv xoîç (pia/ioiç AAAF- doxaxa- cipiûuôç xàiv èx xfjç
oeiQâç XQepapévoov peitovoiv AAIII- xcûv èkaaoôvajv F Ail xai tyékiov
(Dedicated) by king Demetrios: 36 gold necklaces with phialai pendants; unweighed; number of
larger pendants: 23; of smaller ones: 62; and a twisted bracelet

Artemision Treasure B (ca. 265-177)
IG XI (2) 261,1.7; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.21; ID 296,1.37; ID 298, A, 1.141-142; ID 313, A, 1.109; ID
399, B, 1. 140; ID 439, c, 1. 5; ID 442, B, 1. 201; ID 443, B, 1.125; ID 444, B, 1. 44

Signet Rings

D 6. xukivÔQÎaxoç XQwévôetoç, okxfjv, hfl
A little gild cylinder; weight: 2 drs 1 obol

Artemision Treasure B (279-after 249)
IG XI (2) 161, B, 1.48-49; IG XI (2) 162, B, 1.38; IG XI (2) 164, A, 1.70; IG XI (2) 199, B, 1.48; IG
XI (2) 203, B, 1. 67; IG XI (2) 208,1. 32; IG XI (2) 223, B, 1.26; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1. 26; ID 338,1.17

Miscellaneous

D 7. âpjiekoç xouaf] âaxaxoç
A gold vine; unweighed

Artemision Treasure A (367-353/2)
ID 101,1. 26; ID 103,1. 31-32; ID 104,1. 89-90; ID 104-112, B, 1. 8; ID 104-112,1. 63-64

Artemision Treasure B (279-241)
IG XI (2) 161, B, 1.44; IG XI (2) 162, B, 1.23; IG XI (2) 162, B, 1. 35; IG XI (2) 164, A, 1.87; IG XI
(2) 199, B, 1. 58; IG XI (2) 203, B, 1. 83; IG XI (2) 208,1.19; IG XI (2) 219,1. 17; IG XI (2) 223, B,
1. 17; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1. 15; ID 295,1. 11; ID 298, A, 1. 148
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Vessels

D 8. ßaxidxr] NixiÔoç dvdfhjpa ôkxi] èxaxov
a batiake dedicated by Nikis; weight: 100 drs

Hieropoion (ca. 313-296)
IG XI (2) 137,1. 10; IG XI (2) 154, B, 1. 17

D 9. ßaxidxr] 'Ejiuoxiöou dvdfh]ua, ôkxï] eßöopr|vxa ôxxco

a batiake dedicated by Eparchides, weight: 78 drs

Hieropoion (ca. 313-296)
IG XI (2) 137,1. 19; IG XI (2) 145,1. 55; IG XI (2) 154, B, 1. 14

D 10. ßaxidxr] Aaôapou àvdf)r|pa, ôkxf] ètryxovxa ëç

a batiake dedicated by Dadamos
Hieropoion (302-287)

IG XI (2) 145,1. 51; IG XI (2) 154, B, 1. 34; IG XI (2) 155, fr. A, 1. 13

D 11. ßaxidxr|v dvefh]xev 'IjuroxQàxrjç, oÂxf] xexxapdxovxa xoeîç
a batiake dedicated by Hippokrates

Hieropoion (302-296)
IG XI (2) 145,1. 56; IG XI (2) 154, B, 1. 45

D 12. ßaxidxr] MjtJtox/.éouç àvcnl)r|ua, ôÀ.xp eïxooi àvo
a batiake dedicated by Hippokles, weight: twenty-two drs

Hieropoion (296)
IG XI (2) 154, B, 1. 47

D 13. ßaxidxr] èv rikivfleicai r)v dvéfjpxE K/xacr/iç
a batiake on a base, dedicated by Klearchis

Eileithyiaion (278)
IG XI (2) 161, B, 1. 114

D 14. ßaxidxiov, àvàHr|pa (ßaoiTiurg) Xekeûxou
a little batiake dedicated by (king) Seleukos

Prodomos ofApollo Temple Treasure B (273)
IG XI (2) 199, B, 1. 8

D 14. ß«xidxt]v
a batiake

Hieropoion (273-ca. 265)
IG XI (2) 199, B, 1. 91; IG XI (2) 219, B, 1. 66

D 15. èm Kcbxcovoç ßaxidxr], ôkxf| FTll (àvéfhixev Xx^aLkecog)
a batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Kokon, weight: 55 drs 2 obols

Aphrodision (257-ca. 230)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.13; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.133; ID 298, A, 1.99; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1. 80; ID 314, B, 1.87;

ID 319, B, 1. 46

D 16. êm rkauxidöou ßaxidxr], ô/.xi] [ ] (dvéfipxrv 2xi]aîkecoç)
A batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Glaukiades, weight: [ ]

Aphrodision (257-ca. 229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.16; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.135; ID 298, A, 1.100-101; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1.82; ID 320, B.
1. 48

D 17. êm rXauxidôou d/./.r] ßaxiaxr|, ô/.xr| [ ] (àvéfh]xev Sxî]oîXe(oç)
Another batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Glaukiades; weight



Aphrodision (257-ca. 229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.16; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.135-136; ID 298, A, 1.100-101; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1. 82; ID
320, B, 1. 48

D 18. èm Xàçpou ßaxiaxiov, ôkxf] [ ] (dvéfh]XBv Xrpaiketoç)
A little batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Charmos, [weight ]

Stesileian phialai (257-234)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1. 16; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1. 136; ID 298, A, 1. 101; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1. 82

D 19. èm <biÀ/,ioç ßaxidxr], ôkxf] AAArUT (àvéfh]xev Stt]ol/_80)c;)

A batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Phillis; weight: 38 drs
Stesileian phialai (257-ca. 229)

IG XI (2) 226, B, 1. 18; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1. 136; ID 298, A, 1. 101; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1. 83; ID 314, B,
1. 90; ID 320, B, 1. 48

D 20. èjr' AvTiyôvou ßariaxT] ôkxf] AAAAPß ] (ctveffpxev Xxrioîleœç)
A batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) under the archonship of Antigonos; weight: 45+ drs

Stesileian phialai (257-ca. 229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.18; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.136-137; ID 298, A, 1.101; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1.83; ID 320, B,
1. 49

D 21. ejt' Apxebdfxa ßaxidxr] ôkxf] [ ] (àvéfh]xev 2xr]a(À£(0ç)
a batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Archedamas; weight: [ ]

Stesileian phialai (257-ca. 229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.21; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.139; ID 298, A, 1.103; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1.85; ID 320, B, 1. 51

D 22. èjt' "Ap/rbdua d/Âr| ßaxidxr], ôÂxi| AAAAfl-l-1- (àvéfh]X£v SxpaiÀeojç)
Another batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Archedamas

Stesileian phialai (257-ca. 229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.21; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.139; ID 298, A, 1.103; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1.85; ID 320, B, 1.51

D 23. èm Qaoouvovxoç ßaxidxai ôtio (dvéfh)xev Xxpoi'/.rojç)
A batiake and phiale (dedicated Stesileos) during the archonship of Tharsynon107

Stesileian phialai (250-ca. 229)
IG XI (2) 287, B, 1. 140; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1. 86; ID 320, B, 1. 51-52

D 24. èm SevoxQdxouç ßaxiaxiov (àvéfh]X£v 2xt]oiX.£(dç)

A little batiake (dedicated by Stesileos) during the archonship of Xenokrates
Aphrodision (after 244-ca. 229)

IG XI (2) 296, B, 1. 4; ID 298, A, 1.103; ID 313, fr. Ab, 1. 88; ID 314, B, 1. 96; ID 320, B, 1. 54

D 25. xépaç èkàqpiov axahpöv HAAAAFI
A drinking deer-horn; weight: 145 drs 1 obol

Artemision Treasure A (364/3-353/2)
ID 104,1. 21; ID 104-12,1. 14

D 26. xov[ôn]
A kondu
Unknown location (300-275 BC)
IG XI (2) 198,1. 4-5

D 27. èm Tipoffépiôoç xai xôvôu, 6/.xf| F

A kondu dedicated under the archonship of Timothemis; weight: 50 drs

107 The wording of this entry differs from stone to stone, the dedications being sometimes referred
to as ßaxidxai Ôuo or as ßaxidxr] xai cpiakr].



Aphrodision (257/6-229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.14; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.134; ID 298, A, 1.99; ID 313, fr. ab, 1.81; ID 320, B, 1.46I0S

D 28. èjrt Odvou Irorobapa ccvafhipia xôvôu, cAxf] AAAHh
A kondu dedicated by Hippodamas under the archonship of Phanos; weight: 33 drs

Aphrodision (257/6-229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.24; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.142; ID 298, A, 1.106-107; ID 313, fr. ab, 1.89; ID 320, B,
1. 55

D 29. em 4>avou xai alio xôvôu 'IjtJtoôàpa àvdfhipa
Another kondu dedicated by Hippodamas under the archonship of Phanos

Aphrodision (257/6-229)
IG XI (2) 226, B, 1.24; IG XI (2) 287, B, 1.142; ID 298, A, 1.106-107; ID 313, fr. ab, 1.89; ID 320, B,
1. 55

D 30. (pLd7.r) apyuQa ëxxurca ëxouaa nepadrv jiQÔocojra, Kxr]auÀiôoç dvdfhripa, cAxrjv FAAH*
A phiale with relief decoration of Persian faces, dedicated by Ktesylis; weight: 72 drs

Eileithyiaion (278-ca. 170)
IG XI (2) 161. B, 1.115; IG XI (2) 164, A, 1.96; IG XI (2) 189,1.5; IG XI (2) 199, B, 1.64-65; IG XI
(2) 203, B, 1. 88; IG XI (2) 205, B, fr. A, 1.3; IG XI (2) 219, B, 1. 20; IG XI (2) 223, B, 1.35; IG XI (2)
274,1.5; IG XI (2) 380,1.83; IG XI (2) 385, fr. a-e, 1.85; IG XI (2) 424,1.7; IG XI (2) 439, fr. a, 1.47;
IG XI (2) 442, B, 1. 50; IG XI (2) 461, B, fr. a, 1. 56; IG XI (2) 465, fr. f, 1. 3

D 31. (pibdiai apyupat III- xoüxcov cpiÀoôioxf) I

3 silver phialai, of which one scale pattern
Artemision Treasure A (367)

ID 101,1. 27-28

D 32. ô ôcoôéxaxoç pupôç, axaOpdç pival xpiaxovxa- eiai Ôè jrpoxopiai III, oivoyoai IUI, Âxovxôjtoôa III,

/.rovxiou xecpa/.rp
Twelfth weighing lot; weight: 30 mnai; there are 3 animal-head vessels, 4 wine jugs, 3 lion-foot
vessel stand, a lion-head vessel

Artemision Treasure B (278-274)
IG XI (2) 162, B, 1. 2-8; IG XI (2) 164, A, 1. 45-54; IG XI (2) 199, B, 1. 32-38

Didyma (DI)
DI 1. ßcradxLa xpia catô xfjç iepâç Jtpoaôôou, a jrapéôcoxav Afhjvaiog xai Aioxu>iôr|ç, ôXxf]v

ayovxa AXe^avèpeiou êxaxôv jrevxf|xovxa piav
Three little hatiakai from the sacred income, handed over by Athenaios and Aischylides; their
weight: 151 Alexander drachms

IvDidyma 433,1. 16-18 (288/7)

DI 2. TtaUpjxoxcov XQaye/.dcpojv jtqoxouwv èmyeypappévtov "'Ajtô/J.ojvoç" 'Çeùyoç è'v, oXxi) ôpaxpai
xpiaxôoiaL ôexaoxxtb xpeîg oßoA.oi
A pair of goat-stag-head vessels lying on all sides (without base), inscribed "of Apollo"; weight
318 drs 3 obols

IvDidyma 480,1. 37—40 (288/7)

DI 3. alio jra^ipjtoxov è/icapou Jipoxopf] èmyeyQappév<o>v " Apxépiôoç" ëv, ô>.xf] ôpaxpai êxa-
axôv ë'Çtjxovxa uia

108 The wording of this entry differs from stone to stone, the dedications being sometimes referred
to as xovôu and as xupßiov.
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Another deer-head vessel lying on all sides (without base), inscribed "of Artemis"; weight
161 drs

IvDidyma 480,1. 40-43 (288/7)

DI4. xéoaç èjtiY£YQ«|i|ifvov "Ail Skuxfjpi" ëv, oXxt] ÔQaxpai éxaxôv eßöopf|xovxa xpelç xqeïç oßoXoi
One drinking horn, inscribed "to Zeus Savior"; weight 173 drs 3 obols

IvDidyma 480,1. 43-45 (288/7)

DI 5. ißuxxf|Q ßapßcxQixög XdfôxoXXoç êiuYeYQappévoç "Zcuxelpaç" eig, excov àrtojtejtxcoxôxa xcxpua
éicxâ, ô/.xi) ÔQaxjiai xoiaxôaiat eßöopr|xovxa ôûo

A "barbaric" wine-cooler set in precious stones, inscribed "of Soteira", missing seven "dates";
weight 372 drs

IvDidyma 480,1. 47-50 (288/7)

Samos Heraion (S)

Linen

S 1. xn'loiv Auôioç ë^aoxiv eyaiv laàxiÔoç, Aioyévt|ç àvéhpxe
A Lydian chiton with a blue fringe, dedicated by Diogenes
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 12-13 (346/5)

S 2. xiffcbv Auôioç eîjaoxiv haxivfhvpv eyoiv
A Lydian chiton with a light-blue fringe
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 13-14 (346/5)

S 3. xifkbv Aûôioç e^aoxiv uaxivfKvrp' L/iov
A Lydian chiton with a light-blue fringe
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 14-15 (346/5)

S 4. xiihhv Aûôioç ë^aoxiv uaxivfhvpv ëxtov

A Lydian chiton with a purple fringe
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 15 (346/5)

S 5. xiflibv Aûôioç e^aoxiv Xeuxf)v extnv
A Lydian chiton with a white fringe
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 16-17 (346/5)

S 6. xiffmveç Aûôioi ë^âoxeiç aXogyag ëxovxeç

Lydian chitons with purple fringes
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 27-28 (346/5)

S 7. ixaQajtexàopaxa ôûo ßapßaQixa ixoixiXa
Two multi-colored Persian curtains
IG XII.6.1 261,1. 26 (346/5)
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